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1. Verb

2. Number

3. Adjective

4. Preposition

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Verb

8. Verb Ending In Ing

9. Past Tense Verb

10. Verb
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Concert Choir FUNSTUFF 2

Once upon a time, Dr. Neill went on a journey to find magic harmony. He wanted to use this harmony that

would Verb the audience at performances. He found Number Adjective singers but alone

their harmony was not very magical. So he decided to take them with him on his journey. When they continued

on their way they Preposition the Picardy third dragon that roared in minor tones. Dr. Neill called upon his

heroic singers to create this magic harmony to defeat this dragon. When the battle started the singers struck first

with songs of Noun and Noun . The dragon was stunned by the harmony but soon recovered.

The Picardy Third Dragon decided to use his signature move. This move concentrated all his energy on the harp

inside his heart. Although this is the dragons'; most powerful attack it is also the most vulnerable. When he

opens up to play it reveals the harp as well as his heart. Dr. Neill saw the vulnerability and decided to

Verb . He called out to the singers and said, "Now is the time for perfect harmony!"; This is where it got

difficult because the dragon was Verb ending in ing for the move and creating discord in all of the land

making it nearly impossible for the singers to hear each other to make the magic harmony. In the midst of the

horror Dr. Neill rallied the singers and made the certain hand motion that required a Doctorate Degree that

summoned the magic harmony. At the same moment the Dragon released his attack upon the singers as the

magic harmony hit. The harp strings Past tense verb and the dragon gave one last Verb as it turned

into dust because the magic harmony hit the target. After the singers had recovered from the fight they rallied

and went on their merry way singing and choreographing about how they killed the Picardy third dragon. Dr.

Neill had found magic harmony.
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